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Summary
Patch-clamp recordings revealed that distal pro-
cesses of starburst amacrine cells (SACs) received
largely excitatory synaptic input from the receptive
field center and nearly purely inhibitory inputs from
the surround during both stationary and moving light
stimulations. The direct surround inhibition wasmedi-
ated mainly by reciprocal GABAA synapses between
opposing SACs, which provided leading and pro-
longed inhibition during centripetal stimulus motion.
Simultaneous Ca2+ imaging and current-clamp record-
ing during apparent-motion stimulation further dem-
onstrated the contributions of both centrifugal ex-
citation and GABAA/C-receptor-mediated centripetal
inhibition to the direction-selective Ca2+ responses
in SAC distal processes. Thus, by placing GABA re-
lease sites in electrotonically semi-isolated distal
processes and endowing these sites with reciprocal
GABAA synapses, SACs use a radial-symmetric cen-
ter-surround receptive field structure to build a polar-
asymmetric circuitry. This circuitry may integrate at
least three levels of interactions—center excitation,
surround inhibition, and reciprocal inhibitions that
amplify the center-surround antagonism—to generate
robust direction selectivity in the distal processes.
Introduction
The detection of movement direction is an essential
visual function. The first stage of direction selectivity
(DS) is accomplished in the inner plexiform layer of the
retina, where synaptic interactions enable On-off and
On direction-selective ganglion cells (DSGCs) to re-
spond vigorously to a light stimulus moving ina particular
(preferred) direction, but respond minimally to the same
stimulus moving in the opposite (null) direction (Barlow
and Hill, 1963; Barlow et al., 1964; Barlow and Levick,
1965). While the retinal circuit subserving DS has been
used as a classic model system for studying neural com-
putation in the CNS for over four decades (Taylor and
Vaney, 2003), the mechanism underlying DS remains elu-
sive. Recent studies have made several important find-
ings. First, the direction-selective response of On-off
DSGCs originates mainly from presynaptic interactions
because the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to DSGCs
are themselves directionally selective (Borg-Graham,
2001; Fried et al., 2002, 2005; Taylor and Vaney, 2002).
In particular, starburst amacrine cells (SACs) (Famiglietti,
1983; Tauchi and Masland, 1984; Vaney, 1984) provide
*Correspondence: zhoujimmy@uams.eduspatially asymmetric inhibition to DSGCs (Fried et al.,
2002). Ablation of SACs also abolishes DS and optoki-
netic eye movement (Yoshida et al., 2001; Amthor et al.,
2002). Second, because SACs have recently been shown
to release GABA by a vesicular mechanism (Zheng et al.,
2004), it is likely that the release sites are in the distal var-
icose zone, where synaptic vesicles are concentrated
(Famiglietti, 1991), suggesting that the distal varicose
zone is the primary source of the asymmetric GABA
inhibition of DSGCs. Third, the distal varicose processes
of SACs themselves respond to centrifugal and cen-
tripetal stimulus motion with direction-selective Ca2+
signals (Euler et al., 2002). These findings lead to the
current theory that DS is mediated mainly by the direc-
tion-selective GABA release from SACs, which acts
asymmetrically on DSGCs from the null side (Taylor
and Vaney, 2003, but see Fried et al., 2005; Oesch
et al., 2005 for additional mechanisms). However, a
central question in this theory remains unresolved: how
are direction-selective responses generated in distal
SAC processes at the first place?
Theoretically, direction-selective responses in SAC
processes may arise from two sources: intrinsic cellular
properties (Tukker et al., 2004) and network interactions
(Borg-Graham and Grzywacz, 1992). While much of the
current attention focuses on the intrinsic properties of
SACs (Euler et al., 2002; Gavrikov et al., 2003; Ozaita
et al., 2004), the synaptic basis for direction-selective re-
sponses in SACs remains unknown (Fried et al., 2005)
and puzzling. On one hand, neighboring SACs overlap
extensively, with a dendritic coverage factor (defined
as the product of a SAC dendritic field area and the
SAC density) as high as 30–70 (Tauchi and Masland,
1984; Vaney, 1984; Famiglietti, 1985). The extraordinarily
high degree of cofasciculation and the presence of
functional GABAA receptor-mediated synapses be-
tween overlapping SACs (Zheng et al., 2004) suggest
important synaptic interactions among SACs. On the
other hand, because direct GABAergic input to SACs
has not been characterized during stimulus motion (Tay-
lor and Wassle, 1995; Peters and Masland, 1996), and
because the spatial organization of the GABAergic inter-
action between SACs is unknown (Zheng et al., 2004),
there is as yet no evidence for an important role of any
GABAA-mediated synaptic interactions in the formation
of DS in SACs (Euler et al., 2002).
The goal of this study was to determine whether syn-
aptic interactions have a role in the direction-selective
responses of SACs and, if they do, what the essential
synaptic circuitry supporting these interactions is.
Patch-clamp and Ca2+ imaging experiments revealed
that the reciprocal GABAergic inhibition between SACs
provided a robust synaptic mechanism for DS in SACs.
Results
Reciprocal GABAergic Inhibition between Distal
Processes of Neighboring SACs
To understand the spatial organization of synaptic inter-
actions between SACs, dual patch-clamp recordings
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position belonged in one of four configurations: (1) near
neighbors separated by an intersoma distance of%1/3
SAC dendritic radius (w50 mm at the retinal eccentricity
studied; see Experimental Procedures), (2) intermediate
neighbors separated byw1 dendritic radius (w150 mm),
(3) distant neighbors separated by five-thirds to 2 den-
dritic radii (w250–300 mm), and (4) nonoverlapping
neighbors separated by >2 dendritic radii (>300 mm)
(Figures 1A and 1B). Synaptic transmission was studied
by depolarizing one SAC (referred to henceforth as the
presynaptic cell) with voltage steps while recording the
synaptic responses from the other SAC in the pair
(referred to henceforth as the postsynaptic cell) under
voltage clamp at 25 mV (wEcation). Reciprocal synaptic
transmission was detected in six out of the eight near
pairs, six out of the eight intermediate pairs, four out of
the five distant pairs, and zero out of the three nonover-
lapping pairs of SACs recorded, demonstrating the
existence of reciprocal synapses between SACs in all
three overlapping configurations, but not in the non-
overlapping configuration (Figure 1B). The postsynaptic
currents recorded from overlapping SAC pairs became
undetectable at 275 mV (wECl, Figure 1C, n = 13 pairs)
and were completely blocked by the Ca2+ channel
blocker Cd2+ (500 mM, Figure 1D, n = 4 pairs) and the
GABAA receptor antagonist SR95531 (50 mM, Figure 1E,
n = 6 pairs), consistent with the response being medi-
ated by GABAA receptors. The finding of GABAergic
reciprocal synaptic transmission between SACs in the
distant configuration had two important implications.
First, the distal processes of SACs released GABA in a
Ca2+-dependent manner and received GABAergic inhi-
bition from neighboring SACs in a reciprocal manner.
Second, the lateral GABAergic inhibition between SACs
had a spatial extent (maximum intersoma distance) of
twice the SAC dendritic radius (w300 mm).
SAC Receptive Field Structure under Stationary
Light Stimulation
To investigate whether direct (feedforward) GABAergic
inhibition to SACs influenced the receptive field proper-
ties of the cells, we examined the responses of SACs to
stationary light annuli of various radii presented on
a dark background (Figure 2A). SACs were voltage-
clamped at275 and25 mV to isolate light-evoked excit-
atory and inhibitory currents, respectively. Inhibitory
synaptic currents (outward at 25 mV) were evoked by
light annuli located both within and outside the SAC
dendritic field, whereas excitatory synaptic currents (in-
ward at275 mV) were evoked mainly within the dendritic
field (Figure 2A). The onset of the excitatory response to
an annulus (flashed at the distal dendrites) occurred 62
6 16 ms (n = 6) after the onset of the light step, and
the onset of the inhibitory current response was further
delayed by 25 6 10 ms (n = 6) (see Experimental Proce-
dures). To compare the spatial profiles of the light-
evoked excitatory and inhibitory inputs to SACs, we
plotted the normalized peak amplitude of the excitatory
and inhibitory currents against the position of the light
annuli (Figure 2B, n = 4). Notably, the outer boundary
of the inhibitory input was always larger than that of
the excitatory input. The farthest distance at which a
light annulus could evoke inhibitory postsynaptic cur-rents (i.e., the radius of the direct inhibitory receptive
field) was about twice the SAC dendritic radius (w300
mm, Figure 2B), which closely matched the maximal
intersoma distance between two mutually inhibitory
SACs recorded under dual patch-clamp (Figure 1).
Given that SACs cofasciculate far more extensively
with their neighboring SACs than with any other ama-
crine cell types (Tauchi and Masland, 1984; Vaney,
1984; Famiglietti, 1985), the above results suggest that
the majority of the light-evoked inhibitory inputs to
a SAC were directly from neighboring starburst cells.
The inhibitory current inputs to SACs during stationary
annulus illumination were largely blocked by SR95531
(50 mM), leaving behind a residual component that had
slower onset kinetics and could be blocked by the gly-
cine receptor antagonist strychnine (1 mM) (Figure 2C1).
Application of strychnine alone did not change the peak
inhibitory current substantially, but markedly reduced
a slower component of the outward current (Figure 2C2).
Coapplication of SR95531 (50 mM) with strychnine (1 mM)
consistently blocked nearly all outward currents (Fig-
ures 2C1 and 2C3), whereas the addition of the GABAC
antagonist TPMPA (50 mM) to strychnine had little addi-
tional effect (Figure 2C4). A quantitative analysis of these
pharmacological results (Figure 2D) indicated that the
majority of the inhibitory response, particularly the initial
peak response, to an annular light stimulus was medi-
ated by GABAA receptors, consistent with the above
suggestion that most of the direct inhibition to SACs
was mediated by neighboring SACs via GABAA recep-
tors (see Discussion for potential interactions among
GABAA/C and glycine systems). In addition to the GABAA
component, there was also a slower glycinergic compo-
nent in the inhibitory response. However, no direct
GABAC-mediated response was detected in SACs, con-
sistent with a previous finding that SACs do not express
bicuculline-resistant GABA receptors (Zhou and Fain,
1995). Importantly, in the presence of strychnine and
TPMPA to isolate the GABAA component, the spatial
profiles of the peak inhibitory and excitatory inputs
were not systematically different from those in the con-
trol solution (Figure 2E, n = 6), demonstrating that the
spatial extent of the light-evoked, GABAA-mediated
synaptic input to SACs was similar to that of the direct
inhibition between SACs. Hence, SACs had a concentric
center-surround receptive field structure formed by
both direct excitatory inputs to an w150 mm radius
center (similar to the dendritic field) and direct inhibitory
inputs from anw300 mm radius surround (twice the den-
dritic radius), mediated largely by the GABAA synapses
between SACs.
Synaptic Inputs to SACs during Stimulus Movement
To test whether the above center-surround receptive
field structure has a role in forming a spatiotemporally
asymmetric circuitry during stimulus motion, we exam-
ined SAC responses to an annular light stimulus mov-
ing either centripetally or centrifugally (Figure 3A1).
The speed of annulus movement on the retina was 300
mm/s (except for the experiments shown in Figure 3C).
The onset of the inhibitory synaptic input (outward
currents measured at25 mV) preceded that of the excit-
atory input (inward currents at 275 mV) by 347 6 93 ms
(n = 37 cells) during centripetal (CP) stimulus motion
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(A) Fluorescence photomicrographs of SAC pairs recorded in four spatial configurations: near, intermediate, distant, and nonoverlapping pairs.
The cells were whole-cell voltage-clamped with pipettes filled with Lucifer yellow. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(B) Step depolarization (from275 mV to25 mV or +5 mV, top traces) of presynaptic cells under dual patch-clamp recording evoked postsynaptic
responses in a reciprocal manner (Vh = 25 mV, middle and bottom traces) in all three overlapping configurations, but not in the nonoverlapping
configuration.
(C) Dual voltage-clamp recordings from another four SAC pairs, showing outward postsynaptic currents at Vh =25 mV and a lack of detectable
response at Vh = 275 mV in the three overlapping configurations. No response was detected at either Vh = 25 mV or Vh = 275 mV in the non-
overlapping configuration.
(D) Voltage-clamp recording from an overlapping SAC pair, showing presynaptic current responses to a series of nine depolarizing steps (in
10 mV amplitude increments, Vh = 275 mV) and postsynaptic responses recorded at Vh = 25 mV. Voltage steps to 245 mV and higher elicited
voltage-gated Ca2+ currents and Ca2+-activated currents in the presynaptic cell and outward synaptic currents in the postsynaptic cell. CdCl2
(0.5 mM) completely blocked both the presynaptic Ca2+ and Ca2+-activated currents (inset) and the postsynaptic responses.
(E) Relationship between the peak postsynaptic current amplitude and the level of presynaptic depolarization in the control solution (filled
symbols) and in the presence of 50 mM SR95531 (open symbols).(Figure 3A2, left), whereas no leading inhibition was de-
tected during centrifugal (CF) motion stimulation
(Figure 3A2, right). Notably, the temporal delay (347 ms)
between the onset of the inhibitory and the excitatory in-
put during CP motion corresponded to a spatial dis-
placement (temporal delay 3 movement speed) of 104
mm, which matched the spatial offset between the excit-
atory and inhibitory current profiles measured under
stationary light stimulation (Figure 2B), and was close
to, but did not exceed, the spatial extent of the direct
surround inhibition from neighboring SACs (w150 mm
from the dendritic field perimeter). To correlate the tem-
poral and the spatial properties of the excitatory andinhibitory inputs during motion stimulation, we plotted
the normalized inhibitory and excitatory currents against
the time and location of the stimulus (Figure 3A3). The
results showed that, when a CP annulus first entered
the distal zone (dashed lines in Figure 3A3, left), the
inhibitory currents were already nearly fully activated,
while the excitatory currents just began to develop,
demonstrating a clear leading inhibition during CP mo-
tion. Moreover, the inhibitory current was prolonged,
covering the entire duration of the subsequent excit-
atory input. However, when a CF annulus first entered
the distal zone from the center (dashed lines in Fig-
ure 3A3, right), the excitatory currents already nearly
Neuron
790Figure 2. SAC Receptive Field Structure under Stationary Light Illumination
(A) Responses of a voltage-clamped SAC to 1 s long flashes of light annuli (60 mm in thickness), showing inward (red traces, recorded at275 mV)
and outward (blue traces, recorded at 25 mV) currents evoked by light annuli of various radii (color coded).
(B) Normalized peak inward and outward currents as a function of the annulus position (median radius of the annulus). Data were averaged from
four SACs and fitted by a Gaussian function.
(C) Effects of SR95531 (SR, 50 mM), TPMPA (50 mM), and strychnine (STRY, 1 mM) on the outward currents evoked by a light annulus (150 mm in
median radius).
(D) Summary of the pharmacological effects of SR (50 mM), TPMPA (50 mM), and strychnine (1 mM) on the initial peak (filled bars) and the late (open
symbols, measured at the end of the 1 s long flash) current responses. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of cells tested.
(E) The spatial profile of the normalized peak inward (red) and outward (blue) currents recorded before (solid curves) and after (broken curves) the
application of TPMPA (50 mM) and strychnine (1 mM) (data pooled from five SACs). Error bars, standard deviation.reached their peak values, whereas the inhibitory cur-
rents just began to develop. We did not detect any lead-
ing inhibition during CF motion (Figure 3A3, right) (see
Discussion).
Because the above CF stimulus began from the SAC
soma, it remained possible that the quick onset of the
excitatory input seen during CF stimulation was due to
bipolar cell inputs located close to the soma, thus not
necessarily reflecting the timing of the excitatory input
to the distal processes. To partially alleviate this con-
cern, we repeated the same CF stimulation while mask-
ing the central region (within a 60 mm radius) of the
receptive field center so that the light annulus emerged
gradually from behind the mask (Figure 3B1). Under this
stimulation condition, the currents recorded were ex-
pected to more closely reflect the response of distal pro-
cesses to local stimulus motion. However, we found that
CF stimulation in local distal dendrites still did not evoke
a leading inhibition (Figure 3B2), supporting the conclu-
sion that SAC distal processes received a leading inhibi-
tion during CP, but not CF, motion (see Discussion).
DSGCs are sensitive to image movement in the pre-
ferred direction across a wide range of speeds, with
On DSGCs being most sensitive to low speeds (w0.6degrees/s) and On-off DSGCs more sensitive to high
speeds (>3 degrees/s) (Oyster, 1968). We next examined
the temporal relationship between the excitatory and in-
hibitory inputs to SACs during CP image movement at
six different image speeds: 33, 100, 300, 900, 1800,
and 3000 mm/s (or w0.3, 1, 3, 9, 18, and 30 degrees/s
for P21 rabbits, see Experimental Procedures). A tempo-
ral delay between the onset of the inhibitory and the
excitatory inputs was clearly resolvable in this speed
range. As shown in Figure 3C, the spatial offset (tempo-
ral delay3 speed) between the inhibitory and excitatory
inputs ranged from 50 to 125 mm for CP movement
speeds between 30 and 3000 mm/s (see Discussion).
The leading inhibitory synaptic input during CP stimu-
lus motion was blocked nearly completely (94.9% 6
3.6% reduction in peak amplitude, n = 6) by SR95531
(50 mM, Figure 4A, left), leaving behind only a small and
much delayed inhibitory current component (see below).
However, the peak outward current during CF stimula-
tion was only slightly reduced (8.5%6 12.2% reduction,
n = 6) by SR95531 (50 mM, Figure 4A, right), though an
initial, small inhibitory synaptic current was largely
blocked by SR95531 (98% 6 15%, n = 6), indicating
that GABAA inputs to SACs are dependent on the
Direction Selectivity in Starburst Cells
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Stimulus Motion
(A1) Drawings of a light annulus (60 mm in thickness) moving centrip-
etally (left) and centrifugally (right). The centripetal movement
started at an inner annulus radius of 840 mm and ended at 0 mm, while
the centrifugal movement covered the same path in reverse order.
(A2) Inhibitory (outward at –5 mV, black trace) and excitatory (inward
at 275 mV, gray trace) currents recorded from a voltage-clamped
SAC during centripetal (left) and centrifugal (right) stimulus move-
ment. Vertical dash lines in (A2) and (A3) indicate the time at which
the inner edge of the annulus first reached the distal dendritic tip
during the centripetal movement (left) and when the outer edge of
the annulus first reached the distal varicose zone (2/3 of the SAC ra-
dius) during the centrifugal movement (right). The origin of the x axis
(0 s) corresponds to the time the annulus first appeared during cen-
trifugal motion or the time the annulus illumination was terminated
during centripetal motion (when the inner edge of the annulus firstdirection of the stimulus motion (see Discussion). On the
other hand, blocking GABAC receptors with TPMPA (50
mM) had little effect on the inhibitory currents during ei-
ther CP or CF stimulus motion (<5% change in peak am-
plitude, n = 4), except slightly reducing the decay rate of
the inhibitory currents (Figure 4B). When both GABAA/C
and glycine receptors were blocked by a combination
of SR95531 (50 mM), TPMPA (50 mM), and strychnine (1
mM), the inhibitory synaptic currents were blocked
nearly completely during both CP and CF motions
(97.5% 6 1.3% and 96.45% 6 1.7%, respectively; n =
4, Figure 4C). These spatiotemporal and pharmacologi-
cal results were consistent with the conclusion that the
asymmetric leading inhibition to SAC distal processes
during CP stimulation was mediated predominantly by
GABAA synapses, most likely those between SACs.
Surround Feedback Inhibition during Centripetal
Stimulus Motion
In addition to the direct feedforward inhibition from the
surround, SACs also received indirect surround inhibi-
tion via the inhibition of glutamate input at sites presyn-
aptic to SACs. In the absence of light stimulation, volt-
age-clamped SACs typically displayed tonic excitatory
postsynaptic currents (EPSCs). These tonic EPSCs be-
came suppressed during CP stimulation (Figure 5A).
This presynaptic inhibition had a generally broad spatial
extent, beginning to develop when the CP annulus was
as far asw870 mm away from the SAC soma, in contrast
to the direct feedforward inhibition, which was limited to
within a w300 mm radius (Figure 3). When recorded at
the resting potential (w245 mV) under current-clamp
in a K+-based pipette solution (EClw270 mV, see Exper-
imental Procedures), SACs responded to CP stimulation
with an initial hyperpolarization and a reduction in base-
line noise (Figure 5B1). This hyperpolarization began to
develop when the annulus was also as far as w870 mm
(average distance: 606 6 145 mm, n = 20) away from
the SAC soma and increased in amplitude as the annu-
lus moved closer to the soma. When the same SAC
was held at a more negative potential (closer to ECl),
the amplitude of the wide-field hyperpolarization in-
creased, suggesting that the hyperpolarization was
caused largely by a reduction in glutamate conductance,
reached the soma). (A3) Comparisons of the inhibitory current (black
trace) and excitatory current (gray trace, inverted and scaled to the
peak amplitude of the inhibitory current) during centripetal (left) and
centrifugal (right) movement (data from the same cell as in [A2]). The
inhibitory current preceded the excitatory current during the centrip-
etal, but not the centrifugal, movement.
(B1) Same centrifugal stimulus motion as in (A1), except that the SAC
was masked at the center (60 mm in radius). (B2) Inhibitory (outward
at25 mV, black trace) and excitatory (inward at275 mV, gray trace)
responses to the stimulus motion shown in (B1). Arrow indicates
the time at which the centrifugally moving annulus first appeared
from behind the mask. Dashed line indicates the time at which the
outer edge of the annulus first reached the distal zone (2/3 of the
SAC radius).
(C) Spatial offset between the inhibitory and excitatory inputs during
CP motion as a function of movement speed. The spatial offset was
measured as the temporal delay between the onset of the inhibitory
and excitatory inputs multiplied by the movement speed. Data were
pooled from 14 cells tested for speeds between 100 and 1800 mm/s
and from 4 cells tested between 30 and 3000 mm/s.
Error bars = standard deviation.
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(Figure 5B2). This hyperpolarizing effect was overcome
eventually by a large depolarization when the annulus
moved to the edge of the receptive field center (w150 mm
from the soma) (Figures 5B1 and 5B2).
Blocking ionotropic GABA receptors with TPMPA
(50 mM) together with SR95531 (50 mM) blocked the
wide-field hyperpolarization consistently and nearly com-
pletely (95.0% 6 7.7% reduction in amplitude, n = 6)
(Figures 5C1 and 5C2), suggesting that this wide-field
inhibition of the glutamate input to SACs was mediated
mainly by ionotropic GABA receptors. However, appli-
cation of TPMPA or SR95531 alone had a less consistent
Figure 4. Pharmacological Properties of Synaptic Inputs during
Stimulus Motion
(A) Inhibitory (outward at 25 mV) and excitatory (inward at 275 mV)
synaptic currents from a voltage-clamped SAC in control conditions
(black traces) and in the presence of SR95531 (50 mM, gray traces)
during centripetal (left) and centrifugal (right) annulus motion
(same as in Figure 3A1). SR95531 nearly completely blocked the
large leading inhibitory current during centripetal motion; it also
blocked the small, initial outward current during centrifugal motion.
(B) Voltage-clamp recording from another SAC, showing that
TPMPA (50 mM) had no obvious effect on light-evoked currents
during centripetal and centrifugal motion except for a slight prolon-
gation of the inhibitory currents.
(C) Inhibitory currents recorded from a voltage-clamped SAC, show-
ing that the combination of SR (50 mM), STRY (1mM), and TPMPA
(50mM) completely blocked the inhibitory currents during both
centripetal and centrifugal motions.effect. TPMPA blocked the hyperpolarization in four of
the six cells tested, but did not have a clear effect in
the remaining two cells (average blockade in the six
cells: 56% 6 32%), whereas SR95531 blocked or re-
duced the hyperpolarization in five cells, had no effect
in three cells, and enhanced the hyperpolarization in
two cells (average effect in the ten cells tested: 37% 6
45% blockade). These results suggested that the
wide-field inhibition was likely mediated by both GABAC
and GABAA receptors, and that additional interactions
between the GABAA and GABAC systems might have
contributed to the variability associated with the effects
of TPMPA and SR95531 when these drugs were applied
individually (see Discussion). One likely site of this wide-
field inhibition is bipolar cell axon terminals because
most GABAC receptors are expressed on the axon, but
not on the dendrites, of mammalian bipolar cells
(Shields et al., 2000), although surround inhibition in
the outer plexiform layer can not be ruled out.
To compare the effects of the direct/feedforward and
the indirect/feedback inhibition on the SAC distal pro-
cesses over a wider range of membrane potentials, we
current-clamped SACs using a Cs+-based pipette
solution, which blocked most of the KV3 voltage-gated
potassium currents (Ozaita et al., 2004) and enabled
the cell to be held above 220 mV. The wide-field hyper-
polarization during CP stimulation was prominent
when the cell was held initially at 255 mV (near the
normal resting potential); it was eliminated at w25 mV
(wEcation) and became depolarizing at +25 mV
(Figure 5D, lightly shaded region). However, the me-
dium-range (150–300 mm) inhibition (Figure 5D, darkly
shaded region) did not show an obvious effect on mem-
brane potential at w270 mV (wECl) (as expected from
a shunting inhibition), but it effectively hyperpolarized
the cell near 25 mV and +25 mV. Thus, the feedback
and feedforward surround inhibitions had different spa-
tial structures (wide-field versus medium field) and were
mediated by different cells (most likely wide-field ama-
crine cells versus predominantly SACs) and different
synaptic receptors (predominantly GABAA/C versus
GABAA) (see Discussion).
Light-Evoked Ca2+ Responses in SAC Distal
Processes
To determine directly whether asymmetric synaptic
interactions mediate the direction-selective Ca2+ re-
sponses in SAC distal processes, we measured the distal
Ca2+ responses to apparent motion using simultaneous
Ca2+ imaging and whole-cell current-clamp with a
K+-based pipette solution containing Oregon Green
BAPTA-1 488 (OGB, see Experimental Procedures).
Apparent motion was generated by flashing two adja-
cent light spots (conditioning and test) in a quick succes-
sion. The conditioning spot (CP or CF, Figure 6A) was
projected to the retina through the microscope con-
denser lens. The test spot (Test, Figure 6A) was pro-
jected from the epifluorescence lamp through the
objective lens and served as both a visual stimulus for
the photoreceptors and the excitation light for Ca2+
imaging (see Experimental Procedures). As shown in
Figures 6B and 6C, flashing the test spot alone elicited
a transient fluorescence (Ca2+) response from the distal
processes, accompanied by a membrane depolarization
Direction Selectivity in Starburst Cells
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lus Motion
(A) Voltage-clamp recording from a SAC, showing a reduction in
background excitatory postsynaptic currents at Vh = 275 mV. This
reduction began to develop when the light annulus was as far as
w870 mm away from the soma, followed by a strong excitatory (in-
ward) current when the annulus entered the receptive center
(w150 mm from soma). Shaded region indicates the spatial extent
of this inhibition.
(B1) Whole-cell current-clamp recording (with a K+-based pipette so-
lution) from a SAC at the resting membrane potential (w245 mV,that was recorded at the soma (Figure 6B, left). However,
when preceded by a CP conditioning flash during a sim-
ulated CP motion, the Test flash elicited a much smaller
fluorescence response (Figure 6B, center). The percent
reduction of the peak response amplitude to the Test
flash (DF/F, where F is the peak response to the Test flash
alone, andDF is the change in F caused by the CP condi-
tioning flash) was 48% 6 6% (mean 6 SD, measured
from 36 varicosities in nine cells; 4 varicosities from
each cell; Figure 6C, black bars). In contrast, the CF con-
ditioning flash enhanced the peak response to the Test
flash (Figure 6B, right) by 20% 6 10% (mean 6 SD,
n = 36 varicosities in nine cells; 4 varicosities from each
cell, Figure 6C, black bars). These results not only con-
firmed a previous report of directionally asymmetric
Ca2+ responses to continuous stimulus motion (Euler
et al., 2002), but also revealed that direction selectivity
in SAC distal processes was generated by two pro-
cesses: CP inhibition and CF excitation.
The total fluorescence response (F) to the Test flash
(Figure 6D) consisted of two components: the baseline
fluorescence (Fo), which reflected the Ca
2+ concentra-
tion immediately before the Test flash, and a change in
fluorescence intensity (F 2 Fo) caused by the Ca
2+ re-
sponse that was evoked by the Test flash. Because
the onset of light-evoked excitatory currents in a SAC
lagged behind the onset of the light stimulus by an aver-
age of 62 ms (Figure 2A, also see Peters and Masland,
1996), and because the Ca2+ response in SAC dendrites
lagged behind the light stimulus by 60–100 ms (esti-
mated from results in Euler et al., 2002), the fluorescence
intensity measured during the initialw50 ms of the Test
flash should reflect mainly Fo (see Experimental Proce-
dures). In most cases, Fo could be measured from the
brief step seen at the onset of the fluorescence response
traces, when the Ca2+ response to the Test flash had not
yet developed (Figure 6D). By correcting for this base-
line intensity, we could quantify the effect of apparent-
motion stimulation more precisely as DF/(F2 Fo), where
DF and (F2 Fo) were defined as above (Figure 6E). Using
this definition, the CP conditioning flash was found to in-
hibit the Ca2+ response to the Test flash by 73% 6 6%,
[B1]), showing a gradually developing hyperpolarization during CP
motion. This hyperpolarization began to develop when the annulus
wasw870 mm from the soma and was overcome by a depolarization
when the annulus entered the receptive field center (w150 mm from
the soma). (B2) Holding the same cell as in (B1) at a more negative
potential (w270 mV, or ECl) enhanced the amplitude of the wide-field
hyperpolarization during centripetal motion.
(C) Application of TPMPA (50 mM) together with SR95531 (50 mM)
blocked the wide-field hyperpolarization during centripetal motion
at both the resting (C1) and more hyperpolarized (C2) potentials.
(D) Whole-cell current-clamp recording with a Cs+-based pipette so-
lution from a SAC at three different membrane potentials during
a centripetal light stimulus. Traces in the lightly shaded area demon-
strated the wide-field (300–870 mm from the soma) surround effect,
which was hyperpolarizing and noise-reducing at 255 mV, unde-
tectable at 25 mV, and depolarizing at +25 mV. The traces in the
darkly shaded area (150–300 mm from soma) reflected mainly the
medium-field surround effect, which was hyperpolarizing at both
+25 and 25 mV, but was not associated with an obvious change in
membrane potential atw270 mV (ECl) (consistent with shunting in-
hibition). Vertical dashed lines indicate the time at which the leading
edge of the annulus entered the center receptive field (150 mm from
the soma). Arrows point to the starting time and the initial position
of the centripetally moving annulus.
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794Figure 6. Ca2+ Responses in Distal Processes of SACs during Apparent Stimulus Motion
(A) (Left) Photomicrograph of a SAC under whole-cell current-clamp with a pipette filled with OGB. Drawings marked CF, CP, and Test show the
boundaries of the CF, CP, and Test flash, respectively. The dotted rectangle inside the Test flash indicates the area from which Ca2+ imaging was
acquired. (Right) Blown-up view of the area under Ca2+ imaging, with arrowheads indicating the varicosities from which Ca2+ signals were
measured. Scale bar, 50 mm.
(B) Simultaneous Ca2+ imaging (top panels) and whole-cell current-clamp (bottom panels) from the cell in (A). Fluorescence responses from the
eight varicosities in ([A], right) are shown in different colors, with the average responses shown in black. The timing of the flashes is shown at the
top in each panel.
(C) Relative changes in the peak response amplitude to the Test flash caused by CP and CF conditioning flashes. Data were averaged from 36
varicosities in nine cells (4 varicosities per cell). Error bars, standard deviation.
(D) Fluorescence responses of the eight varicosities shown in ([A], right) to a Test flash (top trace), showing an initial step response (Fo) within the
first 50 ms of the light onset (the average response is shown in black).
(E) Illustration of the parameters used for calculating relative changes in peak fluorescence responses caused by the apparent motion.
(F) Effects of GABAA and GABAC antagonists on CP inhibition (all traces show averaged results measured from four varicosities). (F1) (Left) CP
flash inhibited the peak Ca2+ response to the Test flash. This inhibition (the difference between blue and red traces in the left panel) was abolished
by SR95531 (50 mM, center panel) in this cell. TPMPA (100 mM) and SR95531 (50 mM) together slowed down the decay rate of the responses and
blocked CP inhibition (right). (F2) CP inhibition in another cell (shown as the difference between the blue and red curves in the left panel) persisted
in the presence of TPMPA (100 mM), but was eliminated by the combination of TPMPA (100 mM) and SR95531 (50 mM) (right panel).
(G) Summary of the pharmacological effects of SR95531 (50 mM), TPMPA (100 mM), and strychnine (2 mM) on the CP inhibition of the peak Ca2+
response to the Test flash. n, number of varicosities tested. The number in parentheses indicates the number of cells tested. Error bars, standard
deviation.and the CF conditioning flash to enhance the Test flash
response by 32% 6 16% (mean 6 SD, n = 36 varicosi-
ties; 4 from each of the nine cells, Figure 6C, gray bars).
To gain an insight into the synaptic mechanism under-
lying CP inhibition during apparent motion, we exam-ined whether GABAA-mediated synaptic transmission
was involved in the CP inhibition. SR95531 (50 mM)
reduced the CP inhibition from a DF/(F 2 Fo) of 80% 6
15% down to 34% 6 23% (Figures 6F1 and 6G), sug-
gesting that the GABAA system had a major contribution
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strychnine (2 mM) on top of SR95531 further decreased
the CP inhibition to a DF/(F 2 Fo) value of 11% 6 14%
(mean 6 SD, Figures 6F1 and 6G), indicating an addi-
tional contribution of GABAC and glycine receptors to
CP inhibition. However, in the absence of SR95531,
TPMPA (100 mM) (or 100 mM TPMPA + 2 mM strychnine)
had a smaller effect on the CP inhibition, reducing
DF/(F 2 Fo) from 80% 6 15% to 63% 6 17% (Figures
6F2 and 6G). Addition of SR95531 to TPMPA in the
same SAC again nearly completely blocked the CP
inhibition (Figure 6F2). These results demonstrate that
GABAA-mediated synaptic interaction plays a major role
in CP inhibition during apparent motion, while GABAC
and glycine receptors mediate a smaller part of the CP
inhibition at SAC distal processes. The CP inhibition is
likely produced by a combination of both a feedforward
inhibition of SACs mediated mainly by GABAA receptors
and a feedback inhibition of bipolar cells mediated by
GABAC, GABAA, and possibly glycine receptors (see
Discussion for potential interactions among various
inhibitory systems).
Discussion
This study revealed a synaptic circuitry subserving di-
rection selectivity in SACs. We identified four basic com-
ponents of this circuit. (1) The distal processes of a SAC
released GABA in a Ca2+-dependent manner and re-
ceived GABAA inhibition from neighboring SACs in a
reciprocal manner. (2) SACs had a concentric center-sur-
round receptive field, consisting of an excitatory center
mediated by glutamatergic inputs and a direct (feed-
forward) inhibitory surround mediated predominantly
by GABAA inputs. (3) The distal dendrites of SACs re-
ceived prolonged, leading inhibition from the surround
during CP motion. (4) The directionally asymmetric
Ca2+ response in SAC distal processes was produced
by both CF excitation and CP inhibition, and the CP inhi-
bition was mediated largely by GABAA synapses.
The Basic Synaptic Mechanism Underlying Direction
Selectivity in SACs
Based on the above findings, we propose a synaptic
mechanism for direction selectivity in SACs (Figure 7).
This mechanism has three simple but important fea-
tures. First, the basic synaptic circuit is built on a classic
center-surround receptive field structure. This structure
is directionally symmetric to neurons that make integra-
tive decisions at the soma or axon hillock, but funda-
mentally asymmetric to SACs, whose signal processing
units reside in the electrotonically semi-isolated distal
processes (Figure 7A). To these distal processing units,
inputs are nearly purely inhibitory from one direction
(CP) and predominantly excitatory from the opposite di-
rection (CF) (Figure 7A). Second, this structure enables
the distal processing units of a SAC to use both CP inhi-
bition and CF excitation to achieve robust direction se-
lectivity. The leading CP inhibition is largely mediated
by GABAergic inhibition from surround SACs, while the
CF excitation is mediated by glutamatergic input and
may involve both intrinsic and synaptic mechanisms to
produce a centrifugal preference (Figure 7A). Third, the
reciprocal GABAergic inhibition between neighboringSACs enables the center SAC to inhibit the surround
SAC during CF stimulus movement, resulting in a sup-
pression of the background inhibition from the surround
Figure 7. A Synaptic Model of Direction Selectivity at the Distal
Processes of SACs
(A) The center-surround receptive field structure of a SAC (SAC0),
showing the dominating synaptic inputs to its distal processes during
CP and CF movements. The CP light stimulus evokes a leading
GABAergic input (blue arrow) to the distal zone from the surround
SAC (SAC1), whereas CF light evokes predominantly an excitatory in-
put (red arrow) to the distal unit from the center. BC, cone bipolar cells.
(B) The reciprocal GABAA synapses between opposing SACs create
a positive feedback loop, such that during CP movement (with re-
spect to SAC0) GABAergic inhibition from the surround (large blue
arrow from SAC1 to SAC0) suppresses the center SAC (SAC0) and
reduces the background GABAergic inhibition from the center to
the surround (small blue arrow from SAC0 to SAC1). The same feed-
back loop also operates during CF motion to amplify the inhibition
from SAC0 to SAC2 and reduce the inhibition from SAC2 to SAC0.
(C) A more detailed synaptic circuit of a SAC (SAC0), showing poten-
tial synaptic contacts from other SACs (SAC3, SAC4) that have den-
drites pointing in a parallel direction (rightward). SAC3 is separated
from SAC0 by a mean near-neighbor distance of 45 mm, making it
less likely to synapse on the distal dendrites of SAC0 along the par-
allel direction (rightward). SAC4 soma is also separated from SAC0
by 45 mm, but it is off from the axis formed by SAC0 dendrites shown
here. SAC4 can potentially synapse on the distal zone of SAC0. How-
ever, the rightward dendrites of SAC0 and SAC4 are stimulated
simultaneously by the light during the CF movement (in the area
highlighted in yellow), making it unlikely for SAC4 to send leading in-
hibition to the SAC0 distal zone. Not shown in this diagram is the
wide-field surround inhibition upstream of SACs, potential feedback
from SACs to bipolar cells, and glycinergic input to SACs.
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796to the center and hence an enhancement of the center
excitation (Figure 7B). Similarly, during CP stimulation,
the same reciprocal GABA synapses enable the sur-
round SAC to inhibit the center SAC, thereby suppress-
ing the background inhibition from the center to the sur-
round SAC and resulting in an enhancement of the
surround inhibition (Figure 7B). In effect, the reciprocal
GABA synapses between SACs create a local positive
feedback loop, though the loop is linked by two inhi-
bitory, rather than excitatory, synapses. This positive
feedback loop amplifies any imbalance between the
center and the surround SACs and enhances the cen-
ter-surround antagonism. Taken together, our results
suggest that at least three levels of interactions (CP inhi-
bition, CF excitation, and reciprocal interactions be-
tween CP and CF inputs) are built into the center-sur-
round receptive field structure of SACs to produce
a robust mechanism for direction selectivity in the distal
processes.
How is the directionally asymmetric response in SAC
distal dendrites transmitted to DSGCs to produce direc-
tion selectivity? According to recent findings of Werblin
and colleagues (Fried et al., 2002), this is achieved by di-
rectionally asymmetric synaptic connections between
SACs and DSGCs such that DSGC dendrites receive
GABAergic synaptic inputs only from SAC dendrites
pointing in the null direction. In this model, since only
a sector of a SAC’s dendrites is used to inhibit DSGCs
of a particular preferred direction, a single SAC can
use the rest of its dendritic sectors independently to in-
hibit DSGCs of other preferred directions, thus providing
directional inhibition to potentially all four types of On-
off and, in the case of a displaced SAC, possibly all three
types of On DSGCs as well (see review by Taylor and Va-
ney, 2003). Importantly, our results now demonstrate
that, in order to receive robust directional GABAergic in-
hibition from a SAC, a DSGC cannot simply make selec-
tive synapses with single SAC dendrites. Rather, it must
make selective synapses with SAC dendrites that are
synaptically coupled to other SAC dendrites. This may
explain the anatomical finding that, in the terminal re-
gion, there are virtually no SAC dendrites that do not
end in apposition to dendrites of neighboring SACs
(Tauchi and Masland, 1985). It may also explain, at least
in part, why SACs have such an unusually high degree
(up to 70-fold) of dendritic field overlap, and why the
overlapping dendrites do not cover the retinal space uni-
formly or randomly, but only in a honeycomb-shaped
meshwork of dendritic fascicles (Vaney, 1984; Fami-
glietti, 1985; Tauchi and Masland, 1985).
Ca2+-Dependent, Reciprocal GABAergic Inhibition
at SAC Distal Processes
Our finding of Ca2+-dependent GABA release and recip-
rocal GABAA inhibition between distal processes of
opposing SACs has several important consequences.
First, because of the steep dependence of vesicular re-
lease on Ca2+ (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967; Sakaba
and Neher, 2001) the directionally selective Ca2+ re-
sponse seen in SAC distal processes during apparent
motion (Figure 6) now indicates a far more dramatic di-
rectional asymmetry in GABA release than what would
be predicted from a transporter-mediated GABA release
mechanism. Second, because Ca2+-dependent GABArelease from SACs has a threshold for activation (Fig-
ure 1D), regulation of membrane potential around the
threshold, even by a small amount of CP inhibition,
could play a sensitive and pivotal role in controlling
GABA release. Third, the GABAergic inhibition between
SACs was prolonged, lasting for hundreds of millisec-
onds after the termination of the voltage pulse (Figure 1).
This property may enable the inhibitory input from sur-
round SACs to outlast the subsequent excitatory input
from bipolar cells during CP motion.
Synaptic Inputs to SACs during CP and CF Motions
Different from previous patch-clamp studies of SAC
light response properties (Taylor and Wassle, 1995; Pe-
ters and Masland, 1996), our experiments directly iso-
lated a GABAergic inhibitory input to SACs during CP
motion. Several lines of evidence strongly suggest that
the majority of this inhibitory input was mediated by
the GABAA synapses between SACs. First, the receptive
field size of this inhibitory input during both CP motion
and stationary illumination matched closely the spatial
extent of the GABAergic interaction between overlap-
ping SACs recorded under dual patch-clamp (w300 mm
in radius). Second, the inhibitory currents during CP
motion were mediated mainly by GABAA receptors, con-
sistent with the pharmacology of the synapses be-
tween SACs. Third, all available anatomical evidence
indicates that SACs cofasciculate far more extensively
among themselves than with any other amacrine cell
types (Tauchi and Masland, 1984; Vaney, 1984; Fami-
glietti, 1985). Since we now know that neighboring
SACs make extensive functional GABAA synapses onto
each other (Figure 1), it would make sense that during
CP motion the majority of the GABAergic input to a
SAC came from other SACs. Our results also indicated
that other amacrine cells, including some glycinergic
amacrine cells, might mediate a delayed portion of
light-evoked synaptic inputs to SACs during CP motion.
We found that the inhibitory input to a SAC during CP
stimulation preceded the excitatory input across a wide
range of movement speeds (0.3–30 degrees/s). This
range includes the speeds for eliciting optimum re-
sponses from both On (w0.6 degrees/s) and On-off
(R3 degree/s) DSGCs, and it covers the speed range
(1–10 degrees/s) in which On-off DSGCs are typically
studied (Oyster, 1968). However, because the CP inhib-
itory input to a SAC needs to go through one more
synapse (from SAC to SAC) than does the excitatory
input (directly from bipolar cell to SAC), it is expected
to take an additionalw25 ms for synaptic transmission,
as estimated from the temporal delay between the excit-
atory and inhibitory responses to stationary flashes
(Figure 2). Thus, theoretically, the CP inhibition from
the surround SACs would fail to lead the center excita-
tion for CP movements that take less than 25 ms to
move across the spatial extent of the effective inhibitory
surround (100–150 mm, Figure 3C), or in other words, at
speeds above 4–6 mm/s (40–60 degrees/s). A similar
speed limit would also apply to the leading inhibition
from SACs to On-off DSGCs during null movement
(Fried et al., 2002). This theoretical speed limit is close
to the highest speed ever tested for On-off DSGCs in
rabbit (w60 degrees/s) (Oyster et al., 1972). Because of
the technical limitation of our light stimulation system,
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speeds higher than those tested in this study. It remains
to be determined at what movement speeds SACs and
On-off DSGCs fail to give direction-selective responses,
and whether additional mechanisms are required to
generate direction selectivity at high speeds.
Our recordings did not find a leading inhibitory input
to SACs during CF motion. When the annulus moved
centrifugally toward the distal zone of a SAC dendrite,
the dendrite was directly excited by bipolar cell input.
One may speculate that, based on the previous finding
that neighboring SACs are separated by a mean near-
est-neighbor distance of 45 mm (Masland et al., 1984),
parallel dendrites from two neighboring SACs (e.g., the
dendrites of SAC0 and SAC3 that point toward the right
in Figure 7C) are offset, on average, by at least 45 mm
and, therefore, are not expected to form significant in-
hibitory synapses between their distal zones which are
w50 mm in length. The distal zone of a SAC dendrite
(e.g., the right dendrite of SAC0 in Figure 7C) can pre-
sumably receive synaptic inputs from neighboring SAC
dendrites that are slightly off the parallel direction
(e.g., dendrites of SAC4 in Figure 7C), but synapses
with these processes are not expected to produce a sig-
nificant leading inhibition at the distal zone of SAC0 be-
cause the dendrites of both SAC0 and SAC4 (the region
highlighted in yellow in Figure 7C) would be excited si-
multaneously by the direct input from bipolar cells dur-
ing CF movement (Figure 7C). Thus, direct leading inhi-
bition at the SAC distal zone during CF motion is not
expected to be significant (or at least, it would be
much weaker than the inhibition during CP motion),
though we cannot rule out the possibility that some lead-
ing inhibition might come from wide-field amacrine cells.
Notably, the exact nature of the inhibitory inputs to
a SAC during CF motion is currently unclear. In particu-
lar, we do not know whether/how the dendrites of neigh-
boring SACs (e.g., SAC0, SAC3, and SAC4 in Figure 7C)
that point in the same direction synapse on each other.
It is also difficult to determine the local inhibitory input
to SAC distal dendrites during CF motion based on
patch-clamp recordings from the soma. We found
SR95531 had a much smaller blocking effect on the in-
hibitory current component during CF motion than dur-
ing CP motion (Figure 4A). This result may be explained,
in part, by the reciprocal inhibitory synapses between
opposing SACs (Figure 7B). It may also be caused by
asymmetric synaptic wiring between parallel and anti-
parallel SAC dendrites. However, it should be empha-
sized that, regardless of the details of the inhibitory in-
put, the dominating input to the distal zone during CF
motion was excitatory (Figure 7A), which produced a ro-
bust distal Ca2+ response as demonstrated in Figure 6B.
In contrast, the dominating input to the distal zone dur-
ing CP motion was the leading inhibition from the sur-
round (Figure 7A). As shown by our Ca2+ imaging during
apparent-motion stimulation (Figure 6C), either CF exci-
tation or CP inhibition was able to produce a certain de-
gree of directional asymmetry at the distal zone; how-
ever, the integration of the two produces a synergistic
and far more robust direction-selective mechanism
(see below).
In addition to the direct feedforward inhibition from
the surround SACs, we also found a long-range sur-round inhibition during CP motion, similar to that re-
ported for stationary light stimulation (Taylor and Was-
sle, 1995; Peters and Masland, 1996). The long-range
hyperpolarization from the resting membrane potential
and the subsequent depolarization we observed during
CP motion (Figure 5B) seemed similar to those reported
by Gavrikov et al. (2003). However, our data suggest that
this long-range hyperpolarization was due, mainly, to
the surround inhibition of the background glutamate in-
put, and that the subsequent depolarizing phase was
due to the stimulation of the SAC receptive field center
during CP motion.
Light-Evoked Ca2+ Responses at SAC Distal
Processes
Our results demonstrated that Ca2+ responses to pat-
terned light stimulation could be measured reliably
from SAC processes in the whole-mount retina with con-
ventional Ca2+ imaging. Simultaneous patch-clamp and
Ca2+ imaging allowed us to monitor the membrane po-
tential of cells during imaging. Our experimental ap-
proach was particularly useful for two-spot apparent-
motion stimulation, which allowed the separation of the
effects of CF excitation and CP inhibition on distal Ca2+
responses. The identification of the leading CP inhibitory
contribution to direction selectivity is crucial. Without
this mechanism, it has been difficult to explain the find-
ing that a stationary light spot could elicit a strong Ca2+
response in the distal zone, but that the same light
spot was unable to do so when it moved into the same
distal zone from the surround (Figure 6B, also see Euler
et al., 2002). We found that the CP inhibition of distal
Ca2+ responses was mediated by a mixture of GABAA,
GABAC, and glycine receptors (Figure 6G). Consistent
with a prominent role of the SAC-SAC interaction in the
surround inhibition during CP movement, SR95531
blocked a majority (w60%) of the surround inhibition
(Figure 6G). However, CP inhibition also included
GABAC- and glycine receptor-mediated contribution,
possibly involving feedback on bipolar cells (Figure 6G).
Moreover, because of the interactions among the
GABAA, GABAC, and glycine systems, the net effect of
SR95531 on the SAC response during CP motion was
complicated and sometimes variable. For example, it is
possible that blocking GABAA receptors on amacrine
cells may disinhibit amacrine cells and enhance the
feedback inhibition on bipolar cells (Vigh et al., 2005;
Eggers and Lukasiewicz, 2006), an effect that may also
vary in magnitude depending on the degree to which
GABAA, in addition to GABAC, receptors on bipolar cells
contribute to the feedback inhibition. The surround inhi-
bition of the glutamate input to SACs during CP motion,
together with the potential enhancement of this inhibi-
tion by SR95531, might explain, in part, why directional
asymmetry in the Ca2+ response in SAC distal processes
could still be observed in the presence of SR95531 (Euler
et al., 2002). Another possible explanation is that CF ex-
citation alone could already produce a certain degree of
directional asymmetry as indicated by our CF apparent-
motion experiment (Figures 6B and 6C). Thus, under cer-
tain experimental conditions, a SAC might be too weak
to respond to a stationary stimulus at distal dendrites,
but it might still respond to CF motion because of centrif-
ugal facilitation. Under these conditions, there would
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motion; hence, the contribution of the GABAA-mediated
surround inhibition could not be detected.
We found that the CF conditioning flash enhanced the
response of distal dendrites to the Test flash (Figure 6).
The mechanism of this CF enhancement is currently
unclear, but it may involve both intrinsic mechanisms,
such as those that rely on voltage-gated ion channels
and ion transporters on SAC dendrites (Gavrikov et al.,
2003; Ozaita et al., 2004; Tukker et al., 2004; see also
S. Hausselt et al., 2004, Society for Neuroscience, ab-
stract), and synaptic mechanisms (Muench and Werblin,
2006), such as the positive feedback interaction be-
tween opposing SACs described above. In a preliminary
experiment, we also found that the percent increase in
the distal Ca2+ response to the Test flash during CF
apparent motion was reduced by SR95531 or SR95531
together with TPMPA and strychnine (n = 5 cells),
suggesting the possibility of a synaptic (particularly
GABAA-mediated) contribution to the CF enhancement.
However, the nature of GABAergic interaction during CF
motion requires future investigation. It should also be
emphasized that our finding of the synaptic mechanism
for the DS light responses in SACs does not contradict
or exclude potentially additional mechanisms based
on intrinsic properties of SACs. Instead, intrinsic mech-
anisms that contribute to CF facilitation are expected to
work synergistically with the synaptic mechanism to
produce more robust direction selectivity.
In conclusion, our results suggest that network inter-
actions play a critical role in the formation of direction
selectivity at the signal processing units on SAC distal
processes. These interactions are integrated by a cen-
ter-surround synaptic circuitry, which employs at least
three levels of asymmetry (center excitation, surround
inhibition, and reciprocal interactions that amplify the
center-surround antagonism) to produce a robust direc-
tion-selective mechanism.
Experimental Procedures
Retinal Preparation and Electrophysiology
Retinas from eyes of New Zealand white rabbits aged P17–P29,
which were killed by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (200
mg/kg, i.v.), were dissected under dim illumination (Zhou and Fain,
1995). The axial length of the eyes was w11 mm at P21. Based on
the axial length (18 mm) and the posterior nodal distance (PND,
9.9 mm) of adult New Zealand white rabbit eyes (Hughes, 1972),
the PND of P21 rabbit eyes should bew6 mm, assuming that rabbit
eyes grow approximately proportionally in all dimensions between
P21 and adult. Thus, a 1 degree visual angle should correspond to
a lateral distance ofw100 mm on a P21 rabbit retina.
Flat-mount pieces of the retina, obtained from the ventral retina
within 5 mm of the visual streak, were prepared for whole-cell
patch-clamp recording as described (Zhou, 1998; Zheng et al.,
2004, 2006). In brief, a piece of retina was held down to the bottom
of a recording chamber by a nylon mesh glued on a platinum ring
and continuously superfused (2–4 ml/min) with Ames medium
(Sigma; pH 7.4, equilibrated with 95% CO2 and 5% O2) at 34
C–
36C. Single and double patch-clamp recordings were made from
displaced SACs using a dual patch-clamp amplifier (Multiclamp
700A, Molecular Devices, Union City, CA) after the overlaying extra-
cellular matrices and Mu¨ller cell endfeet were removed mechanically
by a patch pipette. Three different pipette solutions were used for re-
cordings. A Cs+-based solution, which contained (in mM) 110
CsMeSO4, 15 CsOH, 5 NaCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 2 adeno-
sine 50-triphosphate (disodium salt), 0.5 guanosine 50-triphosphate
(trisodium salt), 10 HEPES, and 2 ascorbate (pH 7.2), was used forall voltage-clamp recordings and the current-clamp recording
shown in Figure 5D. A K+-based solution, which contained (in mM)
105 Kgluconate, 5 KCl, 5 NaOH 0.5, 15 KOH, CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5
EGTA, 2 adenosine 50-triphosphate (disodium salt), 0.5 guanosine
50-triphosphate (trisodium salt), 10 HEPES, and 2 ascorbate (pH
7.2), was used for the current-clamp recordings shown in Figures
5B and 5C. An OGB-containing solution, which was made of (in
mM) 104 Kgluconate, 6 KCl, 15 KOH, 5NaOH, 2 MgCl2, 2 adenosine
50-triphosphate (disodium salt), 0.5 guanosine 50-triphosphate (triso-
dium salt), 10 HEPES, 2 ascorbate, and 0.2 Oregon Green 488
BAPTA-1 (pH 7.2), was used for simultaneous patch-clamp and
Ca2+ imaging. Lucifer yellow (0.1%–0.3%, w/v) was always included
in the pipette solution (except in the the OGB-containing solution) to
facilitate morphological identification of SACs at the end of the re-
cording. Liquid junction potential (10.1 mV between Ames medium
and the Cs+-based solution, and 8.3 mV between Ames medium
and the K+-based solution) was calculated using pClamp software
(Molecular Devices) and corrected from the measured membrane
potentials.
Light Stimulation and Ca2+ Imaging
Light stimuli were presented on a miniature black-and-white LCD
(SVGA4LCD, CRL OPTO, Dalgety Bay, Scotland), which was placed
under the condenser lens of an upright microscope (Olympus BX50,
Olympus, New York) and trans-illuminated by the microscope light
(100W halogen lamp). Light stimulus patterns were generated by
the software PatGen (written by Gary Zhou) and projected to the
photoreceptor layer of the retina via the condenser lens. Patch-
clamp recordings were made under the illumination of a white back-
ground shown on the LCD. Immediately after the formation of
a whole-cell patch-clamp configuration, a dark background was dis-
played on the LCD, and the retina was dark-adapted for 2–3 min be-
fore light stimuli (white patterns on a dark background) were used to
elicit light responses from the cells under patch-clamp. The images
on the LCD display had a contrast level of 100:1 and a refresh rate of
60 Hz. The position of a stimulus during motion was determined by
the starting position, the time elapsed since the start of the motion,
and the motion speed. The onset of a light response (either current
or voltage) was determined by fitting the initial segment of the re-
sponse with a straight line and finding the intersection between
this straight line and the baseline.
Ca2+ imaging of light responses from SAC distal processes was
made simultaneously with whole-cell current-clamp using the
OGB-containing pipette solution. The dye (OGB) diffused into the
distal processes within 5–8 min of the establishment of a whole-
cell configuration. A light spot (a 60 mm3 100 mm rectangular image
formed by a field diaphragm) was projected onto the retina from the
epifluorescence lamp (100 W mercury lamp, filtered by 450–480 nm
band-pass and neutral density filters) via a 603water immersion ob-
jective lens (NA/0.9). This light was used both to excite OGB in SAC
processes and to elicit light responses from the retina (Test flash in
Figure 6A). Images of a central rectangular region of the 603 60 mm
spot were acquired at a rate of 40 frames/s using a cooled frame-
transfer CCD camera (Cascade, Roper Scientific Instruments, Tuc-
son, AZ) operating in the ‘‘stream mode’’ (continuous acquisition
without online display) under the control of MetaFluo (Molecular
Device, Downingtown, PA). The timing of the Test flash (880 ms in
duration) was controlled by a Uniblitz shutter (Vincent Associates,
Rochester, NY).
To generate apparent motion, two light flashes (conditioning and
test) were delivered to the retina in quick succession. The Test flash
was delivered from the epifluorescence lamp as described above.
The conditioning flash (100 ms in duration, turned on 210 ms before
the Test flash) was generated on the LCD and projected to an area
immediately next to the region stimulated by the Test flash on either
the surround or the center side to simulate CP or CF motion, respec-
tively (see Figure 6). The Ca2+ indicator (OGB) was excited only
during a Test flash, and dye bleaching during the brief flash was neg-
ligible. Light responses to the Test flash recovered fully within 45 s.
The cells typically remained light-responsive for 15 to 45 min under
this condition. Prolonged (>1 hr) recording and imaging were
avoided because they often resulted in deterioration of cell health,
as indicated by an increase in baseline OGB fluorescence (presum-
ably due to increased resting Ca2+) and poor light responses.
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